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CROSSFIT MONCTON
SHE’S GOT THE LOOKS
by Kevin Wood
Meet Kim Smith. She likes to run. In fact,
she likes to run long distances, like 10k's
and half marathons. What do you think
her training looks like? Probably a lot of
running. She's a specialist, and her body
shows it. She looks thin, frail and
generally weak. If my house was burning
down, I have my doubts that she'd be
able to carry me out.
Meet miscellaneous CrossFit women.
They like to train. In fact, they like to
train using short duration, but high
intensity workouts. What do you think
their workouts look like? Probably a mix
of weights, gymnastics and conditioning.
They are generalists and their bodies
show it. They look powerful, strong and
sexy. If my house was burning down, I
would hope that one of them saves me,

*Pictures courtesy of NY Times and CrossFit

because I know that they could.
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Ladies, strong and sexy beats out thin and If you're not interested in training hard and
frail any day of the week. Not only do you finding your boundaries, then you're at the
look better when you're strong, you have wrong gym. If you want to see how far you
much more capacity to do the things you can push your body and develop your
want to do. Picking up your children or optimal performance, then welcome
placing that heavy box on the high shelf aboard!
becomes an easy task.
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Ice Ice Baby!

freeze it. Once it’s frozen,

gently peel back a 1/2 inch off
the top of the cup and
your back today on a push
massage the location of the
press. Ice it. You were running
injury. Direct ice contact can
around the corner and
have some serious side
tweaked your ankle. Ice it.
effects (like frost bite), so only
Your shoulder feels a little
massage for short periods of
wonky after pullups today. Ice
time. Once you feel a
it.
numbness, remove the ice
and wait until the area is back
Do you see the common
to normal temperature.
thread here?
You felt something funny in

Again, this is a cheap and
When you injure yourself,
effective way to reduce
inflammation occurs. Now,
swelling and inflammation. It
this inflammation is a good
will also help you to get back
thing, because it’s trying to
into the gym sooner and
heal the injured area.
prevent any long-lasting,
However, if left uncontrolled, it
nagging injuries.
can lead to some funky stuff.
Too much inflammation may
lead to tissue scarring and
dysfunctional muscle groups,
which could lead to lack of
Some information found at
http://www.rennwellness.com
mobility and on-going pain.
How do you use ice? The
easy way is to wrap ice or a
cold pack in a cloth or shirt
and compress it over the
injured area. This approach is
better than nothing at all.
Another method is to fill a
Dixie cup with water and
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CHEAP DRUG

PALEO STEW
Ingredients:
Beef roast (Any cut you like, sirloin, pot
roast, doesn’t matter. Chop into bite size
cubes)
Onion (or green onions)
Celery
Carrots
Zucchini
Mushrooms
Peppers (red/green/yellow or combination of
any or all)
Organic low sodium chicken broth
Organic diced tomatoes (drain juices from
can)
Organic tomato paste (1 small can)
Salt and Pepper to taste (and whatever other
spices you want to use)
Oil (Olive or coconut)
***Any other vegetables can be added or
substituted.

Directions:
•

Brown beef in stew pot with oil and
spices add onion and celery let cook a
few minutes. Add in your vegetables
that take longest to cook like carrots.
Put a cover on and simmer another 10
mins or so. Add in any other vegetables
you’re using cover again and leave
cook. Stir every few minutes. When you
notice the juices from the meat are
reducing you can add some chicken
broth a little at a time...

...and I mean a little! If you add too much it
won’t be thick enough, just a few tablespoons
at a time works and you don’t need much
liquid in the pot to cook everything. Leave
simmering until your vegetables are almost
done to your liking, add in the diced tomatoes
and tomato paste. Cook till veggies are done
how you like ‘em and voila! Stew!
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Bionic Woman

soccer my whole childhood and

When did you start CrossFit?
I did some CrossFit on my own for
about two years just following the
main site or doing my own, then
took a year off. By the end of the
summer of 2009, felt I needed to
get back into it and came to
CrossFit Moncton for the drop in
class. I've been hooked since (Aug
28, 2009)

l'Universite de Moncton.

I've also

played volley ball, field hockey,

SONIA PICARD

cross country and track and field.
Once gymnastics and soccer was
done, I needed something else. I
got so used to having goals to work
towards. I then competed twice in
Fitness... kept working out, but
stopped competing because that
type of diet was too unhealthy... I

Do you have an athletic
background?
Yes, I participated in almost every
sport you can name!!! Growing up
with two phys ed teachers as
parents gets you very involved in
being active.

went on to play for two years with

My main sport was

gymnastics, for which I participated
in the 1997 Canada Games and
National Championship.

I played

am so glad I found CrossFit... it
brought back the motivation, the
passion, the competition.
Why do you CrossFit?
I do CrossFit because I absolutely
love it! Love the intensity, the hard
work, the motivation, the support,
the people. And of course, to be/
stay healthy and fit.

Take that
Rescue Randy!

Stats
-CrossFitting
since Aug/09
-Deadlift:270#
-Clean:150#
-Back Squat:190#
-Snatch:110#
-Fran:3:55
-Muscle-ups:5
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Were you a member of another gym before?

It was just like I had imagined it, tough, exhausting

How does this compare?

and Awesome!!!

Oh... have I!
years!

I've bounced from gym to gym for

Let’s just say, no more bouncing for me...

What do you tell someone that's hesitant to

CrossFit is my gym. It's the only place where you'll

try CrossFit?

always give not only your 100% but 110%. Where

Well first off, anyone you ask that I've spoken to

you'll always have someone pushing you, cheering

about it will say I'm very passionate about CrossFit.

you on, believing in you. It's the only place where

My husband was getting pretty annoyed with me

you'll always leave feeling you accomplished

talking about it all the time hehe! What I tell people

something.

is that it's a more functional high intensity workout.
It's for anyone, doesn't matter your age, weight or

What are your goals? Have you reached any

fitness level. You'll always leave feeling like you had

yet?

a good workout, you'll get all kinds of results and the

I've reached many goals... from attaining a specific

people there are like no other.

PR, to getting my first muscle up, to qualifying for

motivate and make you go outside your comfort

the Regional Games.

zone.

I always have goals, getting

stronger, faster, better.

They'll push you,

It's a place where you will learn, where you

have the support and guidance, where your
technique matters not just how much you can lift,

Do you have an accomplishment that you're

where you'll always have goals and where you

very proud of?

achieve them. You will become addicted and never

I guess, it would be going to Calgary... pushing

bored! It will not only make you stronger physically,

through the toughest wods and not giving up even

but mentally too, which can transfer to other aspects

though it went through my head like a hundred

of your life.

times!

machines, be one (love that quote!).

What doesn't kill you only makes you

Oh and I'd say stop working on

stronger.
Have you ever met Pukie? Come close?
Do you remember your first workout? What

I haven't met Pukie, but have come close a few

was it like?

times... I did get the Fran cough many times but it's
all good ;)
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Interested in joining?
Come try a FREE workout on
Saturday morning at 9am. Leave
your money at home. We don’t
want to sell you anything; we
just want you to feel the
difference CrossFit can make.

Contact Kevin Wood at
crossfitmoncton@hotmail.com
to confirm your FREE session, or
call (506) 962-0710.
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CROSSFIT MONCTON
94 Rideout Street
Moncton, NB

